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Abstract
This dissertaton was writen as part of the MSc in Environmental Management and
Sustainability 2017-18 at the Internatonal Hellenic University. The case study that is
conducted  in  this  paper  outlines  the  existence  and  progress  of  the  experimental
township of Auroville in south India. Auroville is a live experiment on human unity,
sustainability and circular economy. It is a living body which went and is going through
constant changes since 1968, in order to approach its fundamental goals, co-existence
in  harmony,  sustainably  and  ultmately  free  from  conventonal  ways  of  living  in
nowadays society. It is not a common community from a philosophical point of view,
but  faces  all  the common problems of  a  modern society  does,  since it  consists  of
imperfect humans who just try to seek other kinds of solutons. Auroville has some
major accomplishments in sustainability that can boast about, even though this was
not  the main reason of  its  foundaton,  it  proved that  it  is  a  crucial  element of  its
success so far.  The township of  Auroville,  which is  probably  the largest intentonal
community  by  now,  is  another  proof  that  solving  a  problem  which  may  be
environmental,  fnancial,  social,  should  be  approached  in  a  wholistc  way  so  the
soluton is given from a mult- dimensional scope. More importantly, the social factor is
stressed out and seems to be the beginning of any soluton. Afer all,  social means
human and humans are the ones who create and destroy.
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Preface
During my research for this case study the major problem was to fnd adequate and
reliable sources. It is a topic that not many has been writen about and it is not that
widely known. On the other hand, it was an enlightening experience through which I
discovered a world I have never heard before and had the opportunity to learn about a
society  which  difers  from  most  societes  we  might  have  seen  and  experienced.
Unfortunately, I could not visit the actual place during my research but I am sure that I
will try my best to visit it even afer this thesis. 
Firstly, I want to thank my childhood friend Danai, who knows me well enough to share
with me an artcle about Auroville and be my inspiraton and startng point of this case
study. Secondly, I am thankful to my supervisor Dr. Mavragani, who generously ofered
her help throughout my writng and my family and friends who supported me in any
possible way.
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Introduction
This thesis is going to be an efort in learning more about the experimental township of
Auroville  in  south India.  It  will  be  a  research on all  possible  sources  for  obtaining
informaton about the related town, its achievements and its failures. All  people of
social, environmental, fnancial and educatonal sectors who are open to alternatve
ways of thinking and actng might share an interest with this case study. This research
can be possibly used in further qualitatve and quanttatve research as a source of
collected informaton from a variety of sources, providing informaton on a wide range
of diferent areas and ultmately an overview of this experiment as a whole. The focus
of  the  study  is  to  fnd  out  more  informaton  about  the  society  of  Auroville,  its
sustainability achievements and its economic development. 
Figure 2: Matrimandir in Auroville 
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Chapter I
This chapter provides with informaton about what has been writen about the topic,
the aim of the study and the methodology which has been followed.
Literature Review
This case study aims to examine in depth the experimental township of Auroville in
south India (map:  https://aurovillehub.wordress.com/where6is6it6happening/where6
is6auroville/ ), its survival, challenges and contributons not only to the place in which
exists, but also to India in general and the rest of the world. A tendency in emphasizing
the sustainability achievements of Auroville (https://www.auroville.org/ )  has been
observed, with the majority of fndings to assent to the positve contributon of the
experiment in general terms. Less positve concluding fndings were fewer in number
and they will be included in the study. The sources chosen atempt to cover all aspects
of  the experiment,  spirituality,  sustainability  and circular  economy being the three
pillars of the project. A number of sources present interviews from people that live
there or visited throughout the tme of its existence, which is one of the main reasons
these sources are preferred. Sources were not abundant since the project is not widely
known and relatvely few are the fndings of the related topic.
Sources related to the spirituality of the place and its people are frst approached since
this is one of the most important characteristcs of this community, if not the only one,
that separates it from other similar communites that may exist in other parts of the
world. Hence, it is crucial to frst understand the core idea and spiritual basis of the
project and then delve into the other main traits of it.
During  the  research,  sources  such  as  dissertatons,  reports,  artcles  and  books
appeared.  Most of  them had to introduce the way this  township was created and
which ideology was based on. Henk Thomas and Manuel Thomas (2013) in their book
“Economics for  People and Earth:  The Auroville Case 1968-2008”, as other sources
such as  the “Embodiment of  Sustainability  in  Auroville”  by  N.K.M de Jonge  (2016-
2017), the “Auroville: A Practcal Experiment in Utopian Society” by Suryamayi Aswini
Clarence Smith (2015), “A Spiritual Journey to the East” by Camilla Gjerde (2013), the
“Auroville: One for All-All for One” by a research team of the FLAME School of Liberal
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Educaton  (2010-2011),  begin  their  story  with  an  introducton  of  the  spiritual
background of the founder and the township itself. Even though each one of them may
have  diferent  fnal  objectves,  they  all  show  the  importance  of  distnguishing  the
bedrock of this experiment. Which essentally is the vision of an Indian philosopher,
guru, poet and natonalist Sri Aurobindo and Mirra Alfassa who was a spiritual guru, an
occultst and collaborator of Sri  Aurobindo, later called the Mother. The vision was
clearly  stated  by  Mirra  Alfassa  found  from  the  UNESCO  Courier’s  writer  Soliman
Lofallah  (1998,  pp.48)  to  build  a  “universal  town  where  men  and  women  of  all
countries  are  able  to  live  in  peace  and  progressive  harmony,  above  all  creeds,  all
politcs and all natonalites. The purpose of Auroville is to realize human unity.” 
Sustainability is a category that Auroville has accomplished a lot and many sources
reveal the achievements of entrepreneurs living and working in the community. Henk
Thomas  and  Manuel  Thomas  (2013),  Nandini  Gangopadhyay  and  Dr.  Premangshu
Chakraborty (2015) in their report on “An Alternatve Model of Sustainable Living: the
case  of  Auroville  in  India”,  the  Annual  Report  and  Accounts  (Ministry  of  Human
Resource Development, 2015-2016), N.K.M de Jonge (2016-2017) by her master thesis
afer visitng Auroville and interviewing residents, are some of the sources that exhibit
sustainability  experiments  and  accomplishments.  Examples  are  the  agriculture,
forestry,  industry  and  rural  developmental  projects  (Gangopadhyay  and  Dr.
Chakraborty, 2015). 
In search of  informaton for  the economic aspect of  the whole experiment and its
relaton with currency, work force and trade, few of the illuminatng sources were the
Henk Thomas and Manuel Thomas (2013) book since their research purpose was to
shed light on the economic paterns followed by the community throughout a period
of forty years, and the “Study of Industries in Auroville” conducted by Sri Mayapur
Master Plan Ofce. As far as tourism is concerned, the “Tourism Survey for Puducherry
(Jan-Dec  2014)-  Final  Report”  by  Ministry  of  Tourism  (2014),  is  a  main  source  of
informaton along with previously mentoned sources where tourism of the area is
referred.
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Vision - Ideology
Sri  Aurobindo  had  presented  his  primary  ideological  contributons  to  Auroville’s
creaton which were: (i) the existence of Divine, feminine energy between the physical
and psychic reality, (ii) the progressive evoluton towards a transformed consciousness
which  will  partcipate  in  and  refect  the  Divine  energy,  (iii)  the  “descent  of  the
Supermind”, which Sri Aurobindo believed in, proposed that the evoluton of mankind
requires transformaton of mater such that both body and mind, physical world and
consciousness, are inextricable in the evolutonary process, and (iv) the spiritual work
in  the  world  (integral  yoga,  karmayoga)  will  accelerate  the  evolutonary  progress
towards its inevitable end of human transformaton  (Gjerde, 2013). Auroville, along
with the Ashram in Puducherry, represent Sri Aurobindo’s spiritual philosophy as they
are  the  mini-  worlds  in  which  several  hundred  people  drawn  from  most  of  the
natonalites of the world are laying the foundatons of the “Community of Gods” that
he envisaged (UNESCO Courier, 1972).
Alfassa’s following words which derived from one of her “dreams” were “In brief, it
would be a place where the relatons  among  human beings,  usually  based almost
exclusively upon competton and strife, would be replaced by relatons of emulaton
for  doing  beter,  for  collaboraton,  relatons  of  real  brotherhood.”  (Mother  on
Auroville,  1977,  pp.7).  These  kinds  of  spiritual  notons  already  existed  before  the
constructon of Auroville and recorded dialogues of the leading fgure, the Mother,
enhance the proof of the spiritual birth of Auroville itself. The Mother’s answers to the
subjects of a seminar follow: 
1. How can humanity become One? 
By becoming conscious of its origin. 
2. What is the way of making the consciousness of human unity grow in man? 
Spiritual Educaton, that is to say an educaton which gives more importance to
the  growth  of  the  spirit  than  to  any  religious  or  moral  teaching  or  to  the
material so-called knowledge. 
3. What is a change of consciousness? 
A change of  consciousness  is  equivalent  to a  new birth,  a  birth  in  a  higher
sphere of existence. 
4. How can a change of consciousness change the life upon earth? 
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A change in human consciousness will make possible the manifestaton upon
earth of a higher Force, a purer Light, a more total Truth. (Guigan, 2016)
In the fndings concerning the beliefs and visions of Sri Aurobindo and Mirra Alfassa,
we explore the early ideas of these spiritual leaders of an ideal world where people
would live in according unity. Sri Aurobindo (1997, pp.47-48) writes “The individual too
cannot ﬂourish by himself;  for the universal, the unity and collectvity of his fellow-
beings, is his present source and stock; … It is the old Indian discovery that our real “I”
is a Supreme Being which is our true self and which it is our business to discover and
consciously  become  and,  secondly,  that  that  Being  is  one  in  all,  expressed  in  the
individual and in the collectvity, and only by admitng and realising our unity with
others can we entrely fulﬁl our true self-being”. In Gilles Guigan’s Book 3 (2016, pp.4)
an excerpt from a conversaton on March 20th 1965 between Alfassa and her disciple,
the French author Satprem, reveals “… if we rely on what Sri Aurobindo said, tme is
clearly very short; if the supramental forces have to efectvely dominate (maybe not
outwardly, but efectvelyl life on earth in 1967, that doesn’t leave much tme.... […] It
doesn’t seem possible to me (though I don’t knowl, it doesn’t seem possible to me that
the state of the earth is  adequate to justfy an integral  transformaton.  As for Sri
Aurobindo, he used to say that it would come in stages, that there would ﬁrst be a sort
of small formaton, or a small creaton that will receive the Light and be transformed,
and that’s what will work as a leaven for the general transformaton”. 
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Figure 3: Sri Aurobindo 
Figure 4: Mirra Alfassa or the Mother
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Sustainability
Henk  Thomas  and  Manuel  Thomas  (2013)  present  their  aim  of  their  study  when
explaining  the  various  methods  that  have  been  used  to  ensure  the  multfaceted
approach of their research, while their goal is to analyze Auroville’s economy. Among
the immediately related economic aspects which were aimed to be analyzed, a whole
chapter  is  dedicated  to  several  case  studies  that  showcase  the  numerous
achievements of Auroville in sustainable development. Agriculture, forestry, food and
water, arts, architecture and constructon, electronics and technology and services are
all  areas  that  introduce  Auroville’s  sustainable  approximaton  of  progress.
Gangopadhyay and Dr. Chakraborty (2015) begin their report by mentoning a brief
history of Auroville, the lush forest that used to exist 250 years ago and how extensive
deforestaton had led the area that was used to build Auroville, to a bare, arid land.
Aurovillians with around villagers came together to plant trees, build bunds to store
water and farm in order to restore the land. The two writers contnue referring to
specifc categories separately, such as the aforestaton initated in the early 1970’s in
which  Indian  government  ofered a  contnued grant  for  5  years,  and  the  focus  of
Aurovillians on the reintroducton of the Tropical Dry Evergreen Forest indigenous to
the area. Moreover, the Ethno- Medical Forest,  the Auroville Botanical  Garden, the
sustainable farming, the soil and water conservaton, the renewable energy, the waste
water treatment, the sustainability in building technology, the sustainability optons
for daily life, the community recycling and reuse projects are all areas that are covered
in the report.  N.K.M de Jonge (2016-2017,  pp.23)  visited Auroville  and one of  her
interviewees, Aurovillian herself,  responded on the sustainability mater concerning
Auroville as an ecovillage  “Auroville is a spiritual but also an alternatve society. The
society outside was not what we were looking for in our lives, the manifestaton of the
world outside was terrible for us. It didn't correspond to anything we aspired for in
terms of relatons among people and relatons with the planet. Also, what is the role of
a human being? If it is as a machine that makes money and then spends it, for us that
was not our role in life”. The above statement came to a kind of a contradicton with
the one that was expressed by another 3rd generaton Aurovillian “People don't like the
word ‘ecovillage’ because it says we're a village and the Mother said we're a township.
And they don't like the word ‘eco’ because it does not include spirituality, they are very
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critcal about it. They say: 'we're not just an ecovillage, we're so much more'' I don't
really  have  a  problem  with  the  word.  I  think  maybe  at  the  moment  we  are  an
ecovillage because we're stll so small and our strength is being green. But it's just a
label, it doesn't mater”. Through this research we manage to see some frst- hand
claims from people that live there and experience Auroville in a way no one does.
Economy- Tourism
An important informaton gathering and contributon comes from Henk Thomas and
Manuel  Thomas  (2013,  pp.20),  where  they  provide  us  with  a  study  which  is  an
“optmal mix of qualitatve insttutonal characteristcs with a quanttatve analysis of
Auroville’s economy”. The writers confrm that studies and research on Auroville are
limited with some good quality  exceptons such as  the sociological  study of  Stuart
Leard  and  the  essay  of  Bindu  Mohanty  on  the  spiritual  ideals  of  Auroville.  They
contnue by stressing the absence of in- depth research on economic Auroville, where
terms  like  “social  ownership”, “social  commitment”  and “no-money-circulaton”
appear in the core ideas of how Aurovillians should see prosperity and growth. Thus,
they admit the shortcomings that the readers may come across since not only there
was a lack of methodology and data, but also as the writers put it (2013, pp.20) “no
justce can be done to an analysis of the creaton of ecological ‘capital’ that in the long
run may represent  Auroville’s  most  important contributon to  the world  at  large”.
Their study is based upon the comparison between Auroville’s complex record with
other meso- level systems, such as Mondragon Corporaton Cooperatva (MCC)1 and
the cooperatve movement of Saskatchewan in Canada2 and not on comparisons of
Auroville units  with enterprises in the wider market economy.  Sri  Mayapur Master
Plan Ofce had conducted a study of industries in Auroville which shed light on the
role  of  entrepreneurship,  the legal  structure  and organizatonal  form,  the types  of
industries that run in Auroville, their achievements and their failures. 
Concerning  the  tourism  sector  in  the  greater  area  of  Puducherry  and  specifcally
Auroville, what has been found was mainly a handful of surveys and artcles providing
1 the embodiment of  the co-operatve movement that  began in  1956,  the year  that  witnessed the
creaton  of  the  frst  industrial  cooperatve  in  Mondragóin  in  the  province  of  Gipuzkoa
htps://www.mondragon-corporaton.com/en/about-us/
2 In 1911 Saskatchewan farmers, aided by the provincial government, organized the Saskatchewan Co-
operatve Elevator Co. htps://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/artcle/co-operatve-movement
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with some opinions and statstcs about the recent situaton with tourism development
and tourists’ point of view. Renganathan et al. (2018), study the opinions of tourists
about Sri Aurobindo Ashram3 in Puducherry. In “Tourism Survey for Puducherry (Jan-
Dec 2014)- Final Report” (Ministry of Tourism, 2014) among the references and stats
about Puducherry and its tourists, one can fnd relevant informaton about Auroville.
Another  report  that  focuses  on  a  specifc  area  of  Puducherry-  tourism  is  “Grey
Tourism-  An  Opportunity  for  New  Tourism  Market  in  Puducherry”  by  Dr.  Sibi  P.S
(2017), where the niche market of third age people is studied. In the introducton Dr.
Sibi  P.S  (2017,  pp.65)  writes  “Interestngly,  Puducherry,  one  of  the  popular  beach
destnatons in south India and the former French colony which atracts thousands of
young domestc and internatonal tourists, is a preferred destnaton for senior citzens
too”.
Taking everything into account, sourcing all  the necessary informaton to cover the
issue in a wholistc way, sources such as the ones mentoned above try to provide with
diferent  perspectves  the  story  of  this  community  and  its  people.  In  this  case
spirituality, sustainability and circular economy with a reference to the tourism aspect
of the place, are going to be studied, aiming at the discovering of the feasibility of such
experiment somewhere else and its possible success.
Purpose of the Research
The research goal of this dissertaton is initally to learn and explain the situaton of an
experimental township in India, which refers to the past but also the present and the
future since it can help us learn new methodologies and systems of a society and the
applicability of them in the future. In this way, through this research we can initally
obtain an overview of the situaton and how such experiment can be of use in other
cases.
Methodology
The research will be secondary since most part of the dissertaton will expose fndings
from primary research sources. Hence, it will be based on qualitatve research with
3 Traditonally,  an ashram-Hindi  (Sanskrit ashrama or ashramam)  is  a  spiritual hermitage or
a monastery in Indian religions  htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashram 
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possible  quanttatve  research  fndings  fortfying  the  data  already  atained.  In
consideraton of the limited number of sources found during the research, secondary
sources will  also be used. Sources that  provide interviews from people that live in
Auroville will be of great use, considering the restricton of the geographical locaton
and the feasibility of travelling to India and obtaining the interviews or conductng the
research in general on the spot.
The limitatons of this methodology are mainly the dependency on subjectvity of each
writer providing qualitatve research, as well as the ambiguites which may be included
in the analysis given the tendency of human nature and language. Additonally, in the
efort of ofering a wholistc point of view on the subject, all issues will be analyzed
with  specifc  areas  in  the  spotlight.  Consequently,  issues  that  might  require  more
atenton will not be covered as much. In view of the qualitatve outcome, the fndings
will  not be tested to distnguish whether they are statstcally signifcant or  due to
chance.  This  is  the  reason,  whenever  possible,  quanttatve  research  will  be  used
expectng a more balanced conclusion.
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Chapter II
The analysis of Auroville follows, with spirituality, sustainability and economy being the
main three pillars of the study.
How did the experimental township of Auroville become real?
“First deepening man’s inner experience, restoring perhaps on an unprecedented scale
insight and self-knowledge to the race, it must end by revolutonising his social and
collectve  self-expression”  is  a  defning  sentence  in  the  book  where  Sri  Aurobindo
(1997, pp.33) describes his early ideas about self- development and society. A man
initally  involved  in  politcs  in  India,  afer  being  imprisoned  due  to  accusatons  of
planning and overseeing an atack against  two Britsh natonals,  he went through a
radical change in his way of viewing life and oneself through spiritual experiences and
realizatons (Autobiographical Notes, 2006). In compilatons of his writngs such as the
Essays in Philosophy and Yoga ancient Greek thinkers can be found, as their intuitve
approach and a logic which was characterized by acuteness and intellectual openness
approached Sri Aurobindo’s own views. He expresses his great interest in Heraclitus
being an aphorist4 philosopher and combining the modern intellectual stmulatveness
with the psychic and intuitve vision of the Mystcs (Essays in Philosophy and Yoga,
1998). Sri Aurobindo recognizes Heraclitus’ ideas about everlastng change and the fre
as  the  creatve  force,  as  well  as  acknowledges  other  philosophers  such  as  Plato,
Plotnus and Nietzsche (Huchzermeyer, 2016). During his years in England he learned
Greek, started reading English poetry and familiarized himself with German and Italian
languages (Heehs, 2008). He was nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1943
and for  the Nobel  Peace Prize in 1950 (Nominaton Database,  2016).  Among all  his
philosophical  writngs  which  blend  the  eastern  spirituality  with  the  western
evolutonary thinking, Sri Aurobindo had the inital vision of a place such as Auroville
since he saw unity in diversity of individuals and collectvites and the constant, mutual
enrichment of both (Hemsell, 2014). In Ideal of Human Unity Sri Aurobindo (1970, pp.
398-400) writes “…Therefore it would seem that the ideal or ultmate aim of Nature
4 An aphorism (from Greek ἀφορισμός: aphorismos,  denotng  "delimitaton",  "distncton",  and
"defniton") is a concise, terse, laconic, and/or memorable expression of a general truth or principle.
htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aphorism 
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must be to develop the individual and all individuals to their full capacity, to develop
the community and all communites to the full expression of that many-sided existence
and potentality  which their diferences were created to express,  and to evolve the
united life of mankind to its full common capacity and satsfacton, not by suppression
of  the  fullness  of  the  life  of  the individual  or  the  smaller  commonalty,  but  by  full
advantage taken of the diversity which they develop. This would seem the soundest
way to increase the total riches of mankind and throw them into a fund of common
possession and enjoyment”. 
Sri Aurobindo had entrusted Mirra Alfassa with organizing the day- to- day actvites of
his  residency  which  gradually  developed  to  an  Ashram.  She  ended  having  many
politcians and other important personalites visitng her for guidance, including Dalai
Lama  and  Indira  Gandhi  (Vrekhem,  2004).   Alfassa  embraced  and  followed  Sri
Aurobindo’s ideas and philosophy on the Devine Life even afer his death, untl she
describes a “dream” of hers which was published in 1954 and explained the vision of a
place where humans can live freely as global  citzens leading a life with aspiraton,
concord  and  harmony,  always  abiding  by  a  single  authority,  the  supreme  Truth
(Mother  on  Auroville,  1977).  In  the  same  document  more  of  her  perspectves  on
Auroville  can  be  found,  such  as  the  spirit  and  the  will  for  progress  vanquish  the
superfcial satsfacton of desires and material enjoyments in such place. The educaton
is an everlastng feeding of the soul without examinatons and certfcates. Work has
the objectve of serving and organizing the community from which all beneft equally,
while it is the means whereby people can express themselves, develop their capacites
and possibilites. Work for survival is not an issue anymore. Therefore, all beauty laid in
diverse  art  forms  is  available  to  everyone  without  social  or  fnancial  restrictons.
Money  is  not  the  dominant  purpose  of  life  but  instead  the  individual  merit.  She
contnues by acknowledging that the earth is not ready to realize such community,
considering that mankind does not have the knowledge to understand and accept such
concept. Hence, she calls it a dream (Mother on Auroville, 1977). The Mother, as she
was known by everyone, had stated once that India is the representaton of all human
struggles on earth,  this  is  why she needed to fnd the cure there.  This  is  why the
locaton of Auroville was chosen to be India (Bindu, 2004). In 1964, the Mother fnally
initated the project of Auroville when the Sri Aurobindo Society (SAS) purchased the
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frst plot of land in the area of the state of Tamil Nadu (Guigan, 2016). In the archives
where  Guigan  (2016)  concentrated  all  of  Alfassa’s  writngs,  it  is  known  that  the
fnancial  support  for  this  fundamental  prerequisite  of  obtaining  land  to  build  a
township was provided by donatons from people that shared the same ideals either
planning to merely help the realizaton of Auroville or to live there. Additonally, the
government gave funds, partly grants and partly repayable, free of interest loans. Afer
Roger Anger, French architect, was assigned to design the township the master plan
was  created.  In  1965,  the  eforts  of  afliatng  Auroville  with  UNESCO  as  a  non-
governmental  organizaton  commenced,  succeeding  its  goal  during  the  same  year
(Guigan, 2016). The inauguraton of Auroville took place on 28 th February 1968, with a
ceremony where Alfassa shared the following message:
“Greetngs from Auroville to all men of goodwill. Are invited to Auroville all those who
thirst for progress and aspire to a higher and truer life.” (Mother on Auroville, 1977).
Then she announced the Auroville  Charter  in which these four rules would be the
guide of all Aurovillians, since she aspired a place free of existng laws and regulatons
because she frmly believed such place to exist and progress needs to be out of the
conventonal limitatons of society (Guigan, 2016).
AUROVILLE CHARTER 
1) Auroville belongs to nobody in partcular. Auroville belongs to humanity as a whole.
But to live in Auroville one must be the willing servitor of the Divine Consciousness. 
2) Auroville will be the place of an unending educaton, of constant progress, and a
youth that never ages. 
3) Auroville wants to be the bridge between the past and the future. Taking advantage
of all discoveries from without and from within, Auroville will boldly spring towards
future realisatons. 4) Auroville will be a site of material and spiritual researches for a
living embodiment of an actual Human Unity. 
28.2.1968* (Mother on Auroville, 1977)
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Figure 5: Inauguraton of Auroville in 1968
Auroville from 1968 untl now- the challenges
According to Mother’s inital perceived plan of how Auroville should be laid out, Roger
Anger designed the renowned Galaxy plan which is essentally the Masterplan of the
township. Intending to be a ‘city of the future’ or the ‘city the earth needs’, Auroville’s
basic structure consists of Matrimandir, or the ‘soul of Auroville’ and the Peace area,
which is in the center of the round ‘galaxy’ (The Galaxy concept of the city). The ofcial
website of Auroville provides with a variety of informaton such as how the city is laid
out,  for  example,  from Matrimandir  four zones extend and they all  end up to the
Green Belt  which surrounds the whole city and is comprised by forests,  farms and
sanctuaries. The four zones are the Residental Area where the Aurovillians live, the
Industrial Area where small- medium scale industries, training centres, arts and crafs
and city’s administraton are located. There is the Internatonal Area where natonal
and cultural pavilions can be found to manifest human unity in diversity and the value
of  contributon  of  diferent  natons  to  humanity.  Lastly,  there  is  the  Cultural  Area
which  is  dedicated  to  facilites  where  applied  research  in  educaton  and  artstc
expression take place (Auroville in Brief). 
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Figure 6: Areas of Auroville 
From a survey on natonalites (2018) we know the populaton in Auroville started with
as low numbers of residents as 400 in the frst 20 years, but it rose up to 2800+ as of
January 2018. Currently, there are 54 natonalites with Indian, French and German to
be the dominant frst three (Breakdown by Natonality, 2018). The intended populaton
number since Alfassa started planning the city was 50000 (Auroville in Brief). Ofcial
languages are Tamil, English and French (Wikipedia). 
Figure 7: The Galaxy Model
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Afer Alfassa’s death in 1973, daily turbulence in the society of Auroville was common
so the residents appealed to the government for interventon (Wikipedia). Untl 1979
all  assets  of  the  township  belonged  to  Sri  Aurobindo  Society  in  Pondicherry
(Wikipedia).  In  1980  the  Government  of  India  passed  the  Auroville  Emergency
Provision Act through which it became responsible for the township’s management
(Wikipedia). In 1988 the Indian Parliament passed the Auroville Foundaton Act which
concentrated  the  authority  over  all  movable  and  immovable  assets  (Auroville
Foundaton  Act  1988).  The  Auroville  Foundaton  consists  of  three  bodies:  The
Governing  Board;  the Residents’  Assembly and the Auroville  Internatonal  Advisory
Council (The Auroville Foundaton Act). Through the Act, Auroville was an established
separate  entty  since  Supreme  Court  ruled  that  the  township  was  not  a  religious
insttuton based on itself, the founders and UNESCO’s defniton of a non- politcal and
non-religious  establishment  (Minor,  1998).  Distnguished  members  of  the  Advisory
Council  include  the  Nobel  Laureate,  economist  and philosopher  Amartya  Sen;  and
UNESCO  Director-  General  Federico  Mayer  (Internatonal  Advisory  Council).  The
Foundaton  conducts  fundraisings  and  receives  grants  from  the  government  and
UNESCO (Annual Report, 2015-2016). 
Figure 8: Auroville Foundaton Structure
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Educaton  corresponds  to  Mother’s  ideal  about  the  unending  growth  of  the
consciousness and free progress of  the educatonal  system. As once she said “one
must help the student to become, as much as possible, what he can and wants to be-
… The child is not only a mind to be trained, but a consciousness that must be helped
to grow and widen itself” (CWM vol12). As of an educaton survey for the period 1968-
2013,  the  results  showed  a  general  positve  view  on  their  upbringing  in  Auroville
considering it benefcial and an educatonal experience itself. Freedom, openness and
support  are  some  of  the  most  valued qualites  according  to  the  people  surveyed.
Nevertheless, the majority of respondents suggest that Auroville should move forward
to internatonal accreditaton (Auroville Educaton Survey, 2016).
Apart from challenges in the management as a whole that Auroville met in the early
days, challenges on specifc maters or everyday life contnue untl nowadays.  Having
mentoned educaton above,  records have been found to show young Aurovillians’
disappointment when it comes to decision- making concerning Auroville. Youth had
stated that is feeling silenced and even though making money is considered a taboo, it
is the main factor that makes someone the decision taker (Devine, 2009-2010). A PhD
dissertaton on Auroville (Pillai, 2005) presents Aurovillians’ frustraton in the fact that
they felt there has been an emphasis on money in the community and the misuse of
money by some individuals. Incidents of violence was another issue that had to be
dealt  with,  since  Aurovillians  and  villagers  happened to  be  victms.  The  important
relatons  between  the  ‘white’  and  the  Tamil  Aurovillians  and  the  villagers  in  the
surrounding area is a subject that much has been writen and talked about. There are
plenty of sources that depict a rather negatve percepton of the ‘white colonizaton’ in
Auroville and their indiference for the local people and culture, while there are others
which  show that  the  intentons  of  ‘white’  people  were  not  malevolent  and  these
relatons were not that bad as it  is  portrayed elsewhere, having both sides gaining
mutual benefts (Pillai, 2005). Another challenge is the difculty that Auroville meets
with the fulfllment of the Master plan, which sets the populaton of the city at 50000
residents, but it does not have enough funds to purchase the land it needs due to the
rising prices of land in the last decade (Lands for Auroville). As of personal statements
of Aurovillians in a documentary presentng Auroville’s achievements and difcultes
people, and many that were there since the beginning, express the reality of things
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admitng that whatever one can meet in an outside society he can also meet it in
Auroville. Decisions are taken while trying to come to a consensus, everyone has a say
to all issues, in a lawless community it is a challenging situaton to fnally come to a
conclusion.  A  major  socio-  economic  observaton of  an  early  Aurovillian  raises  the
fundamental  diferences  between  the  two  primary  groups  in  Auroville,  the  local
villagers from the surrounding area and the Aurovillians coming from Indian cites or
other developed countries. The frst ones now having the chance to provide material
safety and secure survival for their families and themselves, whilst the second ones
having been provided this  safety in their  inital  birth-  place they were ready to go
beyond that. Two stages in life that follow a diferent pace towards consciousness and
oneness. Following this observaton comes the challenge of human unity in diversity,
given the fact that the variety of people’s backgrounds bring a lot of contrasts which
put  more  hurdles  in  achieving  the  harmonious  co-  existence  (Buhrman,  2009).
Nevertheless, this new experiment brought the ‘act and react’ as it would be normally
expected in societal relatons and not only. As a township created from literally zero,
based on high ideals about individual spirituality and collectve life with the guiding
goal of human unity and not human authority, conficts are bound to be inevitable in
an imperfect world. 
“Auroville is an experiment in collectve realizaton” The Mother (Bindu, 2004, pp.32)
Sustainability in Auroville
Albeit  Auroville’s  existence  was  inspired  by  the  need  of  spiritual  awakening  and
guidance, the need of an inspiratonal place followed where the people with common
aspiratons could live and work together towards the common goal. Therefore, societal
challenges  are  followed  by  sustainability  challenges  since  unity  is  not  only  to  be
achieved among humans but  also among humans and nature,  in other  words,  the
challenges  of  humans  living  in  harmony  with  nature  while  they  contnue  growing
inwards and outwards. The Auroville Center for Scientfc Research (2014) informs that
the difcult  tasks  of  sustainability  started  from the  very  beginning,  in  view of  the
barren plateau which had been purchased in order to start building the new city. 
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Figure 9: Auroville in 1968
A desert mainly due to extreme deforestaton was about to be transformed into a lush
green forested area and become the frst big success of Auroville as an environmental
project.  It  was  succeeded  by  plantng  trees  to  improve  soil  fertlity.  The  frst
Aurovillians realized that building bunds to store water was a necessary step to stop
the rain washing away the top soil, which contained nutrients precious for plants and
could hold the moisture, and subsequently the creaton of ravines. Water management
was essental to recreate the forest around Auroville according to Alfassa’s plan of the
city, since this could also recharge the underground aquifers of the region. (Auroville
Center for Scientfc Research, 2014)
Figure 10: Auroville in 1978
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During the 50 years of existence and experimentaton, Auroville has achieved various
accomplishments  in  environmental  management  and sustainability.  As  reported by
Auroville  Outreach  Media  (2017),  which  is  the  most  recent  compilaton  of  all
sustainability projects, commercial units and services in Auroville untl now, several of
the running projects are categorized as follows:
 Centers of Sustainable Development
Auroville  Center  for  Scientfc  Research  (CSR)  was  founded  in  1984  and  is  an
internatonal  organizaton that  works on sustainable development projects in felds
such as renewable energy systems, appropriate architecture and building technologies,
wastewater recycling and sanitaton, and the communicaton of these technologies to
other  interested  partes  through  training  programs  (Outreach  Media,  2017).  It
functons as a research trust under the Auroville Foundaton (CBERD Research Project,
2012-2017). Auroville in its website makes known its exceptonal realizatons such as
the internatonal workshop in 1992, where waste water recycling and the use of cost-
efectve  building  materials  like  ferrocement5 were  recognized  (Hassan  Fathy
Internatonal  Award),  the constructon of the Solar  Kitchen which is equipped with
solar  collector and provides with 30% of  the energy needed to serve around 1000
meals per day. Among other awards, CSR won the Best NGO in the Renewable Energy
Sector  in  India in  1997  by  the  Indian  Renewable  Energy  Development  Agency  and
Aurore (the sister trust of CSR) received the Ashden Award for sustainable energy in
2004 for installing solar devices around India (Auroville CSR). In water waste treatment
Sobo’s  and  Hoberg’  s  (2010)  paper  mentons  that  CSR  used  the  Integrated
Decentralized Waste Water System (DEWATS) for simple and afordable systems. For
commercial places they designed a cylindrical vortex system so they take advantage of
the centrifugal forces to flter and oxygenate the water (Sobo & Hoberg, 2010). 
5 is a form of thin-shell constructon that uses standard Portland cement, usually mixed with plaster sand
(lime or cement, sand and water) ( htps://wiki.opensourceecology.org/wiki/Ferrocement )
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Figure 11: Visitor’ s Center in Auroville
Auroville Visitor’s Center is a complex of buildings to provide service to visitors and
Aurovillians.  It  is  an  example  of  compressed  earth  blocks  and  prefabricated
ferrocement usage (The Hassan Fathy Architecture for the poor Award, 1992), solar,
wind  and  biomass  energy,  water  management  and  recycling  techniques  combined
altogether in constructon of a public place. (Auroville Visitor’s Center)
earth&us provides services such as Life Cycle Analysis, eco- efciency, product ratng
and behavior change. Hence, they contribute in the consultancy towards a sustainable
functoning  of  businesses  and  organizatons.  Auroville  Consultng  is  another
consultancy  service  which  specializes  in  landscaping,  green  buildings,  renewable
energy, waste management etc. (Outreach Media, 2017)
 Farms and Gardens
Farms and gardens are immediately related with each other, and in Auroville by now
there are numerous paradigms of  sustainable works.  The catalogue from Outreach
Media (2017) includes all projects of Auroville, where it is clear that a number of farms
have been created from the beginning of the township with Annapurna Farm to be the
frst and now the largest farm of Auroville. Organic methods only are allowed and rice
is the main crop farmed with rainwater catchment ponds. The methods applied for
electricity and water are solar and diesel-powered pumps and it is where they use and
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maintain  non-hybridized  seeds  stock.  Mulching  and  BRF6,  compost,  rotatons  and
associatons,  green  manures,  Efectve  Microorganisms  technology,  drip  and  food
irrigaton are some of the ways of farming in most farms in Auroville. Permaculture,
natural farming and agriculture projects run in Solitude farm (Outreach Media, 2017).
Convincing local farmers to use organic ways in their farming was an arduous task from
the beginning, but in tme progress took its place and by now most farmers adhere to
eco- friendly technologies (Gangopadhyay & Chakraborty, 2015). 
Gardens such as Botanical Garden serve to conservaton and expansion of the Tropical
Dry  Evergreen Forest  (TDEF)  vegetaton,  through  their  nurseries,  seed savings  and
training programs (Outreach Media, 2017).
 Forests and Sanctuaries
Among several forests existng now, Pitchandikulam Forest is one of the frst eforts of
early Aurovillians to regenerate the area of Auroville and succeeded to become a seed
bank and a center of educaton and consultancy for sustainable practces especially on
wasteland and wetland regeneraton (Thomas & Thomas, 2013). Indigenous medicinal
plants  are also part  of  the forest consistng the Medicinal  Plant  Conservaton Park
(Gangopadhyay  &  Chakraborty,  2015).  Sadhana  Forest  won  third  place  in  the
Humanitarian Water and Food Award 2010, on account of the aforestaton of an arid
70 acre- land with more than 18000 TDEF plants (Outreach Media, 2017). They use
composted  human  waste  as  fertlizers,  and  pits,  bunds  and  earth  dams  to  store
rainwater.  For  electricity,  solar  energy  is  the  sole  source  (Gangopadhyay  &
Chakraborty, 2015). 
6 Ramial chipped wood, fertlizer.  htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramialcchippedcwood  
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Figure 12: Pitchandikulam nursery
Figure 13: Sadhana Forest
 Achievements on energy, constructon and waste
Via  Outreach  Media  (2017)  we  are  aware  of  more  specialized  units  that  produce
components for renewable energy systems, Auroville Energy Products (AEP) produces
solar change controllers, inverters, hybrid wind/ hydro/ diesel controllers etc. EVFuture
is another unit which focuses on the electric two- wheeled vehicles that are essental
in the transportaton of all Aurovillians and local villagers (Outreach Media, 2017). In
constructon  Auroville  Earth  Insttute  (AVEI),  which  is  a  non-  proft  organizaton
registered under Auroville Foundaton, united with CSR to construct a manual press to
make Compressed Earth Blocks (CSEB)7 being an eco- friendly building material since it
uses  the  lowest  energy  of  any  building  material  (Sobo  &  Hoberg,  2010).  The
ferrocement8 AVEI adapted was an additonal success due to its cost- efectveness,
durability and efciency (Sobo & Hoberg, 2010). Solid and water waste management
have been of great importance and all individual and group units do their part to deal
7 is  a building  material made  primarily  from  damp soil.
htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CompressedcearthcblockAAdvantages   
8 made of chicken mesh plastered in mortar (cement, sand and water). (Gangopadhyay & Chakraborty,
2015)
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with it. Specifc examples known through the catalogue (2017) such as Eco- Femme,
Upasana  and  Upcycling  Studio  develop  cloth  washable  menstrual  pads,  awareness
about textles and use of traditonal Indian textles, and practce the reduce- reuse-
recycle respectvely.  Not to be forgoten, Sacred Groves is a project which aims to
reusing waste building  rubble,  tetra pak  cartons  and petrol  pump pipes  as  well  as
recycling wood (Outreach Media, 2017). 
Figure 14: Auroville 2018
Acceptance by the locals
Gangopadhyay and Chakraborty (2015) in their research paper include a survey they
conducted  in  two  villages  of  Auroville  bioregion,  aiming  at  fnding  out  what  the
villagers  think  about  Auroville’s  infuence  on  them  concerning  sustainability.  The
results  showed  that  villagers  acknowledged  the  improvement  of  their  area  which
became greener, the soil became of beter quality, the water was not that scarce any
more,  several  farmers  have  started  following  already  organic  farming  and  their
surroundings were cleaner than before.  On the other hand,  they struggle with the
maintenance  of  green  areas  mainly  because  of  grazing,  many  of  them keep using
chemical fertlizers for high yield and lower costs, it seems that is hard to abandon the
old  habits  of  litering  and  emptying  garbage  in  public  places  and  a  decrease  in
agricultural workers was observed due to the increase of women and youth absorbed
by Auroville or nearby towns in other sectors such as service etc.  In conclusion, the
main hindering of progress, according to the survey and as mentoned above referring
to challenges by an Aurovillian, is the diferent life stages of villagers and Aurovillians
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as the frst ones just now are able to enjoy material safety and prosperity, while the
second  ones  having  that  safety  from  the  start  they  are  trying  to  go  further.
(Gangopadhyay & Chakraborty, 2015)
Figure 15: From the Auroville Green Practces Seminar, 2010
Economy and tourism in Auroville and the surrounding area
“The conﬂict about money is what might be called a “conﬂict of ownership”, but the
truth is  that money belongs to no one.  This  idea of possessing money has warped
everything. Money should not be a “possession”: like power it is a means of acton
which is given to you, but you must use it according to… what we can call the “will of
the Giver”, that is, in an impersonal and enlightened way. If you are a good instrument
for  difusing  and  utlising  money,  then  it  comes  to  you,  and  it  comes  to  you  in
proporton  to  your  capacity  to  use  it  as  it  is  meant  to  be  used.  That  is  the  true
mechanism.”
Mirra Alfassa, The Mother 1968 (Mother on Auroville, 1977)
Before further economic analysis is executed, it is worth mentoning the similarites
that have been observed between the Auroville communal theory and system with
other theories which have been known throughout tme. Karl Marx in the Manifesto of
the  Communist  Party  (1969,  pp.22)  explains  that  “the  distnguishing  feature  of
communism is not the aboliton of property generally, but the aboliton of bourgeois
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property”. He also stated (1969, pp.24) “Communism deprives no man of the power to
appropriate the products of society; all that it does is to deprive him of the power to
subjugate the labour of others by means of such appropriatons”. These claims appear
to be comparable with Auroville’s ideals on ownership and money maters. Mother
though, had clarifed that “It is a sort of adaptaton of the communist system, but not
in a spirit of leveling; according to the capacity, the positon—not the psychological or
intellectual, but the inner positon of each one” (Mother on Auroville, 1977). Having the
above mentoned, an analytcal overview follows to present the economy in Auroville.
 For All/Pour Tous Distributon Center (PTDC)
For All was the frst atempt in 1974 of collectve distributon of food and sundry items
avoiding  the  circulaton  of  money.  This  was  achieved  since  in  the  early  years
Aurovillians did not receive directly the funds for their needs, but instead the funds
were distributed collectvely into the For All account (Clarence-Smith, 2016). Various
fnancial scarcites and atempts to deal with obstacles, led to altering the collectve
funding into an individual deposit of funds in individual accounts as Thomas H. and
Thomas M. (2013) reveal in their book. While Aurovillians contnued using the list of
necessites, these individual funds should have been deposited in advance so For All
could purchase what they might need. Aurovillians disappointed by the situaton of stll
getng involved in purchasing exchanges, proceeded in the foundaton of Pour Tous
Distributon  Center  in  2006  which  it  would  functon  as  a  cooperatve  where  its
members would contribute a monthly amount of money and can obtain whatever they
might need, without the restricton of the specifc amount deposited but of the feeling
of buying what one needs and not what one can (Thomas & Thomas, 2013). Eventually,
Clarence-  Smith’s  (2016)  research shows that  it  worked and it  is  supported by the
Central  Fund,  all  items do not  bear  prices,  no bills  on check-  out  and products  of
Auroville  are  prioritzed.  Aurovillians  seem to generally  acknowledge the eforts  of
PTDC to promote conscious ‘purchasing’, while opinions difer on PTDC as an economic
model. Supporters claim that it was indeed a pioneering step towards an economy
without money exchange, whereas others believe it fails to approach this model since
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the members stll need to contribute money, and in case their expenses surpass their
budget they need to contribute more (Clarence-Smith, 2016).
 Auroville’s Legal Structure/ Organizatonal form
As mentoned earlier, Auroville Foundaton Act in 1988 made Auroville a legal entty
under the Indian Ministry of  Educaton.  Through governmental  sources (1988)  and
Thomas and Thomas (2013) book on Auroville’s economy it is noted that the Auroville
Foundaton owns and has the judicial power of all Auroville assets and actvites. Apart
from  the  three  authorites  which  is  consisted  of,  the  Governing  Board  (two
government  representatves  and  fve  dedicated  to  Auroville  ideals  members),  the
Residents Assembly and the Auroville Internatonal  Advisory Council,  there are two
commitees which play a signifcant role in the economy of the township, the Finance
Commitee and the Funds and Assets  Management  Commitee (FAMC)  (Thomas  &
Thomas, 2013) (Government of India, 1988). In the Industries of Auroville document
we learn that when someone wishes to open a business unit, the unit will be put under
a trust and the entrepreneur (executve) becomes the trustee, all parts of the Auroville
Foundaton. The executves have freedom in taking decisions except for handling or
owning immovable property  and assets which belong to Auroville  Foundaton.  The
Foundaton  is  exempt  from  income  tax  and  sales  tax  is  only  paid  to  the  Indian
Government by the units independently on items sold within India. Auroville Board of
Commerce (ABC) acts as a regulator of commercial units, monitoring their fnances and
cooperatng with FAMC (Industries in Auroville).
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Figure 16: Trusts and Units
 Central fund 
It was founded in 1989 and it is the fnancial resource of Aurovillians which on one
hand, is fnanced by commercial units and income- generatng services (Central Fund
Incomes), while on the other hand, it allocates the basic income to the service sector9
and  supports  community  development  (Central  Fund  Expenses).  All  through  a
representatve  group  of  community  members,  the  so-  called  Budget  Coordinaton
Commitee (BCC Auroville).  It  was decided that the fnancial channels that result in
Central Fund should donate the 33% of the previous year’s total surplus (net proft) as
a ‘contributon’. Signifcant role plays the Unity Fund, a part of Financial Service10 which
receives and allocates to Aurovillian trusts11, projects and units all internally generated
9 Service sector operates for the needs of Aurovillians, without the intenton to generate proft. (Thomas
and Thomas, 2013) They are either free for Aurovillians or require a fxed contributon. (Clarence- Smith,
2016)
10 consists of Auroville Fund/ Unity Fund and Auroville Maintenance Fund; both units operate under the
Auroville Foundaton, deal with Auroville’s internal fnances, and are collectvely referred to as Financial
Service. (Thomas and Thomas, 2013)
11 There are currently over 20 trusts operatng in Auroville. Set up under the Indian Trust Act within the
overall framework of the Auroville Foundaton, the trusts are responsible for proper management of the
funds and assets of Auroville’s commercial, research or service units, for which they individually provide
legal umbrellas.  htps://www.aauroville.aorg/contents/88n1 (Last updated: Oct 19, 2016)
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income  from  commercial  units,  donatons  and  grants.  Financial  Service  receives
interest  from  outside  banks  and  contributes  to  Central  Fund  as  well,  creatng  a
marginal source of resources for the local economy. Apart from Central Fund Incomes
and  Expenses  there  are  the  Reserves,  which  was  created  out  of  necessity  for
guaranteeing household incomes for a minimum period of tme. (Thomas & Thomas,
2013)  
Figure 17: Unity Fund Income (1 lakh= 100000)
 Employment / Industries
As Thomas H. and Thomas M. (2013) menton in their book, the frst three decades
untl 1998 there was a development in the surrounding villages due to the increasing
employment from Auroville. The decade that followed Auroville faced the saturaton of
workers supply and the insufcient wages ofered to the village workers since there
was a wage rise in the wider labour market. A milestone on confrontng problems and
representng  workers’  interests  was  the  Small  Employer’s  Welfare  Administraton
(SEWA).  Furthermore,  a  tension  between  the  job  supply  and  work  demand  by
Aurovillians surfaced on account of the budget limitatons of the Central Fund which
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provided the city services with the maintenance12 and thus, the workplaces and job
positons  were  infuenced  by  it.  Consequently,  the  issue  of  to  what  extend  an
individual  can  pursue  the  ‘yoga  of  work’13 in  Auroville  was  crucial.  The  industries
evolved  in  Auroville  are  plenty  with  main  categories:  Textles,  food  and  water,
constructon, handicrafs, electronics and service such as guest houses. Agriculture was
the  commencing  power  of  Auroville  and  stll  remains  a  fundamental  source  of
producton. (Thomas & Thomas, 2013) 
 Macro- characteristcs of economy in Auroville 
Regarding the commercial units, their gradual success was gained by means of exports
and domestc  Indian  economy.  Additonally,  the  producton of  commercial  units  is
supported by low capital  involvement and high labor intensity.  In service units the
contrary is observed, and their economic value is grown on the aggregate and per
capita  basis.  This  is  an  outcome of  the  increased  infow  of  grants  and  donatons.
Underlining inference is that the commercial domain depends on the niche markets,
while  the  service  domain  depends  on  donatons,  grants  and  internal  subsidies.
(Thomas & Thomas, 2013)
12 Basic income (Thomas and Thomas, 2013)
13 “To live in Auroville means to do the Yoga of work. So all Aurovilians must take up a work and do it as
Yoga.” Mother, 1973(Sri Aurobindo Ashram Trust, 1977) To fnd spirituality, creatvity and consciousness
through work of one’s own interest.
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Figure 18: An example of Financial Informaton for the year 2015-2016 (1 lakh= 100000)
 Remarks on Auroville’s Economy
Throughout the economic history of Auroville, it is witnessed a row of changes which
puts Auroville in diferent situatons. Initally, the township was controlled by outside
factors mainly the SAS, then commerce and individual development took the lead, the
collectve  insttutons  in  an  efort  for  a  structured  model  followed and  during  the
fourth decade the atenton was concentrated on the welfare state. As an economic
model, producton consistng of commercial and services domain has been expanded
even  though  organizatonal  structure  was  problematc.  Distributon  of  goods  and
services is a sector that many experimentatons took place, such as the For All/ Pour
Tous Center, which led to a few steps closer to the ideals of Auroville. Finances present
extraordinary interest since in Auroville there was and stll is (up untl 2008) limited
access  to bank loans.  Hence,  Auroville’s  economy counts  on labor  and knowledge,
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grants, donatons and re-invested surplus of the commercial units in order to expand
themselves. (Thomas & Thomas, 2013)
Tourism
Sources in relaton to tourism were few to begin with. Interest in Auroville because of
its experimental nature as it progressed through tme is surely piqued partcularly the
recent  decades.  Despite  Auroville’s  purpose  of  not  being  primarily  a  tourist
destnaton, there are Aurovillians who consider tourism a potental which can induce
the township’s independence from donatons and bring it  closer to self-  sufciency
(Thomas & Thomas, 2013). Other residents of Auroville deem tourism as a distracton
especially when not the ‘right’14 tourists enter the town, as it is noted in document
related to visitors (2009). This issue has been stated in the past when eforts have been
put to solve it, for example to create applicaton forms for the tourists to fll out so
they can clarify the purpose of their visit, or expanding volunteering possibilites with
low-  cost  accommodaton  which  has  already  been  accomplished  nowadays.  Some
Aurovillians  see  this  contradictve  situaton  as  an  opportunity  to  search  solutons
inward and queston themselves who is the real problem and why are they there in the
frst place (Visitng Auroville, 2009). It is also notced in Gjerde’ s (2013) research that
the  rising  tourism  in  the  area  led  to  the  establishment  of  almost  all  kinds  of
accommodaton with diferent price range and atracts visitors from India and beyond.
A large porton from the number of visitors has the environmental motvaton and is
willing to partcipate in volunteering programs while others visit for leisure (Gjerde,
2013). Via a tourism survey conducted for the year of 2014, it is notced that Auroville
comes second as a most visited destnaton of the broad area of Puducherry (Tourism
Survey, 2014).
14 The ones that share common ideals with Auroville, or are open to meet other forms of society which
do not follow conventonal living. (Visitng Auroville, 2009)
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Figure 19: Table for most visited destnatons in Puducherry broad area for 2014
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Auroville and other Eco- communites
Eco- places exist around the world for decades now and it is not a new idea of few
people willing to live sustainably, rather an old found soluton to men’s greediness and
ignorance which mostly began in the 60s and 70s. Examples of green communites
worldwide are Chrystal Waters Ecovillage in Australia, Ecovillage Ithaca in New York,
Finca  Bellavista  Treehouse  Community  in  Costa  Rica,  Sieben  Linden  in  Germany,
Tamera  in  Portugal,  Skala  Thessalonikis  and  Free  and  Real-  Telaithrion  Project  in
Greece are some which show the eforts of small groups of people realizing their need
of  a  more  sustainable  lifestyle.  Various  intentonal  communites15 like  the  above
mentoned,  aim  at  the  promotng  and  emphasizing  in  greener  ways  of  life  and
evoluton focusing in sustainability maters in multple areas such as farming, energy
etc.  There  are  also  eco-  communites  like  the  Findhorn  Foundaton  in  Scotland,
Damanhur  in  Italy,  Sarvodaya  in  Sri  Lanka  and  Auroville  in  India  which  combine
spiritual and ecological purposes trying to achieve progress not only through common
sustainable  ways,  but  also  through  inner,  spiritual  growth.  Via  Global  Ecovillage
Network  (GEN)16,  it  is  maid  known that  it  is  actually  hard  to  estmate  how many
ecovillages  might  exist  at  present,  but  according  to  rough  estmatons,  ecovillages
might come up to 15000 worldwide. Regarding their size, the majority of them hardly
exceeds 500 residents (Εμμανουήλ, 2016) which makes Auroville the most populated
eco- community with 2700 residents (contacted with GEN, 03 Jan 2019). Additonally,
it is notced that the place with most ecovillages per capita in Europe is Denmark17,
which has in total around 10 ecovillages at least untl 2013, while in an interview of
one of the founders of the Danish ecovillage Hallingelille, she admited that in their
beginning  there  was no government  interest  and support  (Hafar,  2013).  That  is  a
recurring  phenomenon,  since  plenty  of  such  intentonal  communites  are  not
15 is  a  planned residental  community designed  from  the  start  to  have  a  high  degree  of social
cohesion and teamwork.  The  members  of  an  intentonal  community  typically  hold  a
common social, politcal, religious,  or spiritual vision  and  ofen  follow  an alternatve  lifestyle. (
htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intentonalccommunity )
16 connects all communites and builds bridges between them and governments and NGOs in order to
develop strategies for accomplishing the transiton to volatle and sustainably progressive communites.
( htps://ecovillage.org/about/about-gen/ )
17 htps://eco-villages.eu/en/2018/11/12/denmark-the-country-with-the-highest-number-of-
ecovillages-per-capita/
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supported by governments or organizatons which leads to failure or maintaining the
communites  at  low  numbers  of  residents.  This  is  also  observed  in  Greek  eco-
communites where due to lack of  government support,  the residents need to put
much personal efort and use personal sources to make it  all  possible (Εμμανουήλ,
2016). Auroville on the other hand, had the government’s support from the early days
and the acquisiton of land was not that big of a problem as there was plenty and at
the tme was useless. The survival of communites alike, really much depends on the
constant fnancing source, and many depend on exports of their fne goods or like-
minded people’s donatons. Findhorn Foundaton for example, presented a situaton in
which  it  faced  the  scarcity  of  income and  its  dependency  on  its  conferences  and
workshops for the beginning (Clay, 2017). Similarly, Auroville except for the grants and
donatons it  receives, which is a dependency that worries its  people,  the residents
managed  to  create  a  name  for  themselves  for  their  fne,  eco-  friendly  exported
products. Tourism as well has been proven that helped Auroville, and it is not the only
case (Thomas & Thomas, 2013). Other examples of intentonal communites which had
religious core seem to have vanished early since there was a tendency of suppressing
the individuals, while nowadays the communites which aim at spirituality as a way to
freedom and inner peace is more needed by modern people (Clay, 2017). Auroville
manages to ofer spirituality through its  founders and their  great vision for human
unity which surpasses religions and beliefs on a microscopic level, it goes beyond that
trying to achieve unity within oneself and with others based on equality and harmony.
The  eminent  role  of  the  infuence  the  founders  had  before  the  building  of  the
community is something to be carefully notced. Even though such communites were
ofen misunderstood, given the locaton of Auroville where in Asia spirituality is far
more embedded in  the cultures and minds of  its  people,  Sri  Aurobindo and Mirra
Alfassa  were respected by many as  it  is  mentoned previously and already  had an
undoubtful status and impact on others. Abiding to the region’s regulatons is another
important  issue that  prevents  the  creaton of  communites,  such  as  the ecovillage
Lifechanyuan  in  China  where  the local  authorites  opposed to  the  community  and
forced the evacuaton of the area (Ecovillage in China GEN, 2014). Auroville on this
mater had ensured its autonomous state on many aspects like Auroville’s market or
the Auroville  Foundaton which is  an autonomous  body.  But  it  is  clarifed that  the
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purpose of the town is not to be autonomous in a sense of independency which breaks
of relatons with the outside (Thomas & Thomas, 2013). Another factor that might
cause the failure of such community is internal confict. In Datla’s (2014) research is
stated  that  the  contradictons  and  the  absence  of  regulatons  cause  an  arduous
decision- making process, on one hand there is freedom of expressing ideas by all, but
on the other hand too many ideas which makes it harder to reach a common ground.
The  fact  that  Auroville  is  an  ongoing  experimentaton  laboratory,  makes  some
Aurovillians believe that it will help fnally reach a resoluton to the problem of confict.
As mentoned in a survey the “fexible structure, freedom as practced in Auroville, no
private property, a spiritual vision, a dynamic goal” are features that other intentonal
communites may be lacking of and could be incorporated further in communites and
organizatons (Datla, 2014).
Figure 20: GEN and GAIA in Auroville
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Conclusions
Auroville has been an excellent example of a real efort for change, and the fact that
tll now never ceased to exist and is an experimental ground on all possible levels is an
outstanding  achievement.  It  managed to grow its  size,  even though not  up to the
desirable  number,  to  try  out  many  ways  to  improve  life  quality  given  the  space
available and be innovatve especially on sustainability and environmental maters, to
work on spirituality and human unity among people of various backgrounds and beliefs
and to contnue batling conventonal economic systems which their sole objectve is
making more money. It has been said that Auroville is a utopia, or more precisely a
failed utopia, but as an Aurovillian put it “People sometmes come to Auroville and
don’t understand… why we haven’t achieved the utopia we dreamt of… And that’s
understandable that they don’t understand. But I don’t think it’s important that we
haven’t achieved anything… to that level… what’s important…is that we’re… waking up
every morning and trying” (Clarence-Smith, 2015, pp. 40). Disappointments from same
Aurovillians are also expected as they express their dissatsfacton with the societal and
sustainability progress of the township. Jonge’s (2016-2017) feldwork revealed that
there  are  stll  cars  used  in  the  town,  garbage  can  stll  be  found  specially  in  the
surroundings of Auroville, a high percentage of food is stll imported from the outside,
there are people who smoke, drink alcohol and eat meat which are supposed to be
deterrents  to spiritual  growth.  All  while  an  Aurovillian expresses  her  view on how
people in Auroville are separated as conventonal and greens “The greens are looked
at as hippy-type idealists, dreamers, unrealistc and defnitely not taken very seriously.
Certainly, we're more conscious than the average person out there on the whole, but
these dynamics are present in Auroville” (Jonge, 2016-2017, pp.35). Obviously, this is
not what an intentonal community needs to grow, but unfortunately this is a recurring
attude towards the people who strive for a diferent other than conventonal future.
Gus  Speth18,   once  said  “I  used  to  think  that  top  environmental  problems  were
18 environmental advisor to Presidents Carter and Clinton, founder of the Natural Resources Defence
Council and World Resources Insttute, administrator of the U.N. Development Program, dean of the
Yale  School  of  Forestry  and  Environmental  Studies,  now  a  professor  at  Vermont  Law  School,  and
distnguished  senior  fellow  at  Demos.  (  htps://grist.org/climate-energy/gus-speth-ultmate-insider-
goes-radical/ )
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biodiversity loss, ecosystem collapse and climate change. I thought that thirty years of
good  science  could  address  these  problems.  I  was  wrong.  The  top  environmental
problems are selfshness, greed and apathy, and to deal with these we need a cultural
and spiritual transformaton. And we scientsts don’t know how to do that” (Interview
with  Curwood,  2016).  This  statement  is  an  incredible  realizaton  from  a  diferent
standpoint, which does not appear that ofen in the scientfc or politcal circles. Speth
contnues  emphasizing  the  necessity  of  value  change  in  order  to  have  essental
environmental progress, and this leads to the deep systemic change which will create a
new politcal economy. Coming together for demanding change is one way that Speth
suggests that will bring the change desired, looking back in history this was always the
way to provoke change like the civil  rights movement (Interview with Stephenson,
2012).  Jacque Fresco19 in  his  response  to  the  award  he  won  for  City  Design/
Community said “… I concluded it was the social design that create the unnecessary
human sufering…” (UN award to Fresco, 2016, 3:40). Peter Joseph20 in an interview
explains “… Any student of history will see that social inequality by whatever perceived
level, whether it is economic, racial, natonalistc, or Aborigines versus setled, all of
that has produced confict. And what is the root of that? Exploitaton… So, you have to
change the social system… if you want to change the way people think, if you want to
change their general incentves, you have to change the structure that is organizing
them… It achieves a new level of consciousness, awareness” (Interview by Lee Camp,
2017). Buckminster Fuller21 quoted “You never change things by fghtng the existng
reality.  To  change  something,  build  a  new  model  that  makes  the  existng  model
obsolete” (Sieden, 2012, pp. 358). These are some of the people that put forward and
above  anything  else  the  prerequisite  of  social  reform,  something  that  Auroville
represents  in  its  core  and  takes  it  to  a  deeper  level  of  individual  at  frst  and
consequently of collectve reform.
19 was an American futurist and self-described social engineer. Self-taught,  he worked in a variety of
positons related to industrial design.   htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JacquecFresco
20 is  an American independent flmmaker and actvist.  He is  best  known for  the Zeitgeist   flm series  ,
which he wrote, directed, narrated, scored, and produced. He is the founder of the related The Zeitgeist
Movement. htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PetercJoseph
21 was  an  American architect, systems  theorist,  author,  designer,  inventor  and  futurist.
htps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BuckminstercFullerABibliography
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The beginning of a reformed micro- society can be an educatonal insttute, since it
usually has support either governmental or not, it can have infuental people who can
bring support and spread the message, it has already the premises and it can acquire
more  land  via  its  linkages  and  fnancial  support.  As  it  is  notced  from  a  recent
educatonal survey in Auroville, people there believe that the youth should have more
optons and not feel ‘stuck’ in Auroville if they wish to explore what there is outside
(Auroville  Educaton  Survey,  2016).  That  shows  the  inevitable  course  of  progress
towards  the pursuit  of  common and diverse  ideas  amongst  people.  Work  towards
educatonal  insttutons  open  to  diversity  and  motvaton  to  look  for  something
unconventonal is crucial, change does not come from conformism but from the need
to make a break through. If educaton, always with the broader meaning of developing
oneself  along  with  obtaining  knowledge,  cannot  ofer  the  ground  for  endless
experimentaton and open-mindedness, then what will do?
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